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A search fornm→ne oscillations has been conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility usingnm

from p1 decay in flight. An excess in the number of beam-related events from thene C→e2 X inclusive
reaction is observed. The excess is too large to be explained by normalne contamination in the beam at a
confidence level greater than 99%. If interpreted as an oscillation signal, the observed oscillation probability of

(2.661.060.5)31023 is consistent with the previously reportedn̄m→ n̄e oscillation evidence from LSND.
@S0556-2813~98!02510-2#

PACS number~s!: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

In this paper we describe a search for neutrino oscillati
from pion decay in flight~DIF!. These data were obtaine
using the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector~LSND! de-
scribed in Ref.@1#. The result of a search forn̄m→ n̄e oscil-
lations, using an̄m flux from muon decay at rest~DAR!, has
already been reported in Ref.@2#, where an excess of even
was interpreted as evidence for neutrino oscillations. T
present paper provides details of an analysis of the com
mentary processnm→ne from neutrinos generated fromp1

DIF.
If indeed neutrino oscillations of the typen̄m→ n̄e do oc-

cur, thennm→ne transitions must occur also. It is therefo
important to search for thenm→ne transition to demostrate
that the DAR signal is due to oscillations, instead of bein
property of them1 decay. Thep1 DIF process provides a
good setting for this search. It has completely different ba
grounds and systematic errors from the DAR process, w
providing an independent measurement of the same osc
tion phenomena observed in the DAR measurement. A
excess of events in this analysis would support the neut
oscillation hypothesis.

The phenomenon of neutrino oscillations was first pos
lated by Pontecorvo@3# in 1957. The underlying theory ha
been described in detail in standard textbooks. A gen
formalism for neutrino oscillations would involve six param
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~4!/2489~23!/$15.00
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eters describing the mixing of all three generations and
possibility ofCP violation. In general, anm beam can oscil-
late into bothne andnt with different amplitudes and differ-
ent distance scales, set by the three-generation mixing an
and the three mass-squared differences. In the present c
relatively pure nm beam is produced at the source. T
LSND detector is sensitive to thene state and thus, for sim
plicity, we approximate the process by a two-generation m
ing model. The oscillation probability can then be written

P5sin22u sin2S 1.27 Dm2
L

En
D , ~1!

whereu is the mixing angle,Dm2 (eV2/c4) is the difference
of the squares of the masses of the appropriate mass e
states,L ~m! is the distance from neutrino production to d
tection, andEn ~MeV! is the neutrino energy. The discussio
is limited to this restricted formalism solely as a basis
experimental parametrization, and no judgement is mad
to the simplicity of the actual situation.

B. Comparison with other experiments

In Ref. @2# the evidence restricting neutrino oscillatio
parameters is briefly reviewed. The salient features of t
review are repeated here. There have been a series of ex
ments using beams derived from pion DIF which cons
dominantly ofnm with a smallne contamination. The mos
sensitive experiment was at Brookhaven in a specifically
2489 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2490 PRC 58C. ATHANASSOPOULOSet al.
signed long baseline oscillation experiment, E776@4#. This
limit is shown in Fig. 1 along with the favored region ob
tained by the LSND experiment. The limiting systematic
ror in E776 is a photon background fromp° production,
where oneg is misidentified as an electron and the secondg
is not seen. The CCFR experiment@5# provides the most
stringent limit on nm→ne oscillations near Dm2

;350 eV2/c4, but their limits are not as restrictive as E77
for values ofDm2,300 eV2/c4. The KARMEN experiment
@6# has searched fornm→ne oscillations using neutrinos
from pion DAR. These neutrinos are monoenergetic, and
signature for oscillations is an electron energy peak at ab
12 MeV. This method has very different backgrounds a
systematics compared to the previous experiments but,
fortunately, does not yet have statistical precision suffici
to affect the exclusion region of Fig. 1. The KARMEN e
periment also has searched forn̄m→ n̄e oscillations and has
produced the exclusion plot shown in Fig. 1. This is c
rently the most sensitive limit experiment in this chann
KARMEN is located 18 m from the neutrino source, com
pared with 30 m for LSND. The experiments have sensit
ties, therefore, that peak at different values ofDm2.

The most sensitive experiment searching forn̄e disappear-
ance is Bugey@7# using a power reactor which is a prolifi
source ofn̄e . The detectors at Bugey observe both the p
itron from the primary neutrino interaction and the captu
energy~4.8 MeV! from neutron absorption on6Li. The re-
sulting limit is also shown in Fig. 1.

The most sensitive searches fornm disappearance hav
been conducted by the CDHS@8# and CCFR@5# experi-
ments. In each case two detectors are placed at diffe
distances from the neutrino source, which is a DIFnm beam
without focusing. The limits obtained by these experime
exclude the region with sin22u.0.08 for values ofDm2 typi-

FIG. 1. The LSND (sin22u,Dm2) favored regions obtained from

the n̄m→ n̄e DAR oscillations search. The darkly shaded and ligh
shaded regions correspond to 90% and 99% likelihood regi
Also shown are the 90% confidence level limits from KARME
~dashed!, E776 ~dotted! and the Bugey reactor experiment~dot-
dashed!.
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cally above 1 eV2/c4 and are not as restrictive as the limi
set by the appearance experiments described above. Fin
the E531 Fermilab experiment@9# searched for the appea
ance of tau decays from charged-current interactions i
high energy neutrino beam. Thisnm→nt oscillation search
excludes the region with sin22u.0.005 for values ofDm2

above approximately 10 eV2/c4. Recently, the CHORUS
and NOMAD experiments at CERN have reached lim
close to that set by the E531 experiment with only a fract
of the data analyzed and should reach sensitivities of
order of 331024 in sin22u in the near future.

C. Experimental method

LSND was designed to detect neutrinos originating in
proton target and beam stop at the Los Alamos Meson P
ics Facility ~LAMPF!, and to search specifically for bot

n̄m→ n̄e and nm→ne transitions with high sensitivity. This
paper focuses on the second of these two complemen
searches. The neutrino source and detector are describ
detail in Ref.@1#, with a summary in Sec. II of this paper. Fo
the DIF experimental strategy to be successful, the neut
source must be dominated bynm , while producing relatively
few ne by conventional means in the energy range of int
est. The detector must be able to recognizene interactions
with precision and separate them from other backgroun
many not related to the beam. Thene from conventional
sources are small in number and are described in deta
Sec. VII.

LSND detectsne via the inclusive charged-current rea
tion ne C→e2 X. The cross section for this process has be
calculated in the continuum random phase approxima
~CRPA! @10,11#. This calculation successfully predicts th
ne C→e2 X cross section from them1 DAR ne flux as mea-
sured by the LSND@12#, KARMEN @13#, and E225@14#
experiments. A similar calculation however predicts t
large a cross section for the processnm C→m2 X at higher
energies. A discussion of the cross section uncertainties
comparisons to the data is presented in Sec. VIII. The fi
state electron energy can range from zero to the incid
neutrino energy minus 17.3 MeV, which corresponds to
binding energy difference between the initial nucleus and
final state nucleus in the ground state.

The oscillation search analysis uses the following str
egy. Beam-unrelated backgrounds induced by cosmic-ray
teractions are removed as much as possible by requirin
positive identification of the electron from thene C→e2 X
reaction in the tank. The remaining beam-unrelated ba
ground events in the sample are subtracted by using the
taken while the beam is off~beam-off sample! to determine
the level of such background. Notice that the beam-off d
is very well measured as LSND records approximately
times more data while the beam is off than while it is o
This procedure yields the number of excess events ab
cosmic background due to beam-induced neutrino proces
The remaining beam-related backgrounds are then subtra
to determine any excess above the expectation from con
tional physics. The number and energy distribution of t
excess events are used to determine a confidence regio
the (sin22u,Dm2) parameter space.

s.
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PRC 58 2491RESULTS ONnm→ne OSCILLATIONS FROM PION . . .
This paper describes two independent analyses that
independent reconstruction techniques and different e
selections. This has allowed cross checks on the software
selection criteria and has resulted in a more efficient fi
event selection. They shall be referred to as ‘‘analysis
and ‘‘analysis B’’ throughout this paper.

D. Outline of the paper

We present a brief description of the neutrino source
detector system in Sec II. Section III describes the initial d
selection for the DIF analysis, while the reconstruction alg
rithm and particle identification parameters are discusse
Sec. IV. Section V describes the event selection and effic
cies for two independent analyses. Distributions of the d
are shown in Sec. VI. Section VII contains an assessmen
the beam-induced neutrino backgrounds. Fits to the data
an interpretation of the data in terms of neutrino oscillatio
are presented in Sec. VIII. The conclusions are summar
in Sec. IX.

II. NEUTRINO BEAM, DETECTOR, AND DATA
COLLECTION

A. The neutrino source

This experiment was carried out at LAMPF1 using 800
MeV protons from the linear accelerator. Pions were p
duced from 14772 Coulombs of proton beam at the prim
beam stop over three years of operation between 1993
1995. There were 1787 Coulombs in 1993, 5904 Coulom
in 1994, and 7081 Coulombs in 1995. The fraction of t
total DIF neutrino flux produced in each of the three ye
was 12% in 1993, 42% in 1994, and 46% in 1995. The fl
in 1995 was slightly reduced with respect to the Coulo
fraction due to variations in the target conditions, which a
described below. The duty ratio is defined to be the ratio
data collected with beam on to that with beam off. It av
aged 0.070 for the entire data sample, and was 0.072, 0.
and 0.060 for the years 1993, 1994, and 1995, respectiv

A detailed description of the neutrino flux calculatio
from pion DIF in the LAMPF beam is given in Ref.@15#. A
1 mA beam of protons on the A1, A2, and A6 targets p
duces pions that are the source of the DIF neutrino beam@1#.
The primary source of neutrinos consists of a 30-cm lo
water target~A6! surrounded by steel shielding and followe
by a copper beam dump. It is located approximately 30
from the center of the detector. About 3.4% of the genera
p1 decay in flight (p1→m1nm) due to the open space be
tween the water target and the beam stop, producing anm
flux with energies up to approximately 300 MeV. Of them1

generated by this decay, approximately 0.05% decay in fl
~due to the typically lower energies and longer muon li
time! and produce a smallne contamination of thenm beam.
Another small contamination comes from the decay mo
p1→e1ne with a branching ratio of 1.2331024. Together,
these sources ofne constitute the majorne-induced back-

1The accelerator was operated under the name LAMPF until
tober 1995 when the name was changed to LANSCE~Los Alamos
Neutron Scattering Center!.
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ground for the DIF analysis, as discussed in Sec. VII. M
of the positive pions that decay come to rest prior to dec
ing. They then decay through the DAR sequence that p
duces the DAR neutrino fluxes viap1→m1nm and m1

→e1nen̄m , where thene andn̄m have a maximum energy o
52.8 MeV. The negative chain starting withp2 leads to a
smaller contamination of the beam withn̄e , because thep2

production cross section is suppressed by a factor of ab
eight relative to thep1.

The two upstream carbon targets A1 and A2 were use
generate pion and muon beams for an experimental prog
in nuclear physics. They are located approximately 135
and 110 m, respectively, from the center of the detector. T
flux from each target depended on the thickness as we
the proton energy in the primary beam reaching the tar
They were originally 3 cm and 4 cm thick, respectively, a
degraded slowly during the operation of the accelera
Their thickness was monitored regularly during the runs a
incorporated in the beam flux simulation.

The DIF neutrino flux varies approximately asr 22 from
the average neutrino production point, wherer is the distance
traveled by the neutrino. In addition, there is a significa
angular dependence of the neutrino flux with respect to
direction of the incident proton beam. Thus, the DIF neutr
flux reaching the LSND apparatus has been calculated o
three-dimensional grid that covers uniformly the entire v
ume of the detector. The DIF fluxes at the detector center
illustrated in Fig. 2 for the positive decay chains only. Figu
2~a! shows thenm flux from p1→m1nm , while Figs. 2~b!
and 2~c! show the most significantne background sources
from p1→e1ne and m1→e1nen̄m , respectively. Notice
that thenm contributions from the A1 and A2 targets a
generally small compared to that from A6. However, f
nm→ne oscillations with lowDm2 the nm flux from the two
upstream targets can have a significant effect. All DIF n
trino fluxes calculated at the center of the detector and n
malized to thenm DIF flux from the A6 target are listed in
Table I for a typical target configuration. Also listed in th
table are the average energies of the different neutrino c
tributions, as obtained over the entire flux spectra.

The systematic error on the DIF flux is estimated to
15%. The calculated flux is confirmed within 15% statistic
error by the LSND measurement of the exclusivenmC
→m2 12Ng.s. reaction@16#. This transition is very well under-
stood theoretically, and the measurement is very clean du
the threefold space-time correlations between the muon
the resulting decay electron and the positron emerging fr
the 12Ng.s. b-decay. An independent beam flux simulatio
based almost entirely on GEANT 3.21@17#, has been devel-
oped in order to check the previous calculations and fi
good agreement between calculated neutrino fluxes@18#.

B. The detector and veto shield

The detector consists of a steel tank filled with 167 me
tons of liquid scintillator and viewed by 1220 uniforml
spaced 89 Hamamatsu photomultiplier tubes~PMT!. The
scintillator medium consists of mineral oil (CH2) with a
small admixture~0.031 g/l! of butyl-PBD. This mixture al-
lows the detection of both Cˇ erenkov and isotropic scintilla
tion light, so that the on-line reconstruction software pr

c-
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FIG. 2. Calculatednm and ne DIF fluxes at
the detector center from the A6 target~solid his-
tograms! and from the A11A2 targets~dashed
histograms!. POT5protons on target.
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vides robust particle identification~PID! for e6, along with
the event vertex and electron direction. The electronics
data acquisition~DAQ! systems were designed to detect
lated events separated in time. This is necessary both
neutrino-induced reactions and for cosmic-ray backgroun

Despite 2.0 kg/cm2 shielding above the detector tunne
there remains a very large background to the oscillat
search due to cosmic rays, which is suppressed by about
orders of magnitude to reach a sensitivity limited by t
neutrino source itself. The 4 kHz cosmic-ray muon ra
through the tank, of which about 10% stop and decay in
scintillator, is reduced by a veto shield to a 2 Hzrate. The
veto shield encloses the detector on all sides except the
tom. Additional counters were placed below the veto shi
after the 1993 run to reduce cosmic-ray background ente
through the bottom support structure. The main veto sh
d
-
or
s.

n
ine

e
e

ot-
d
g

ld

@19# consists of a 15-cm layer of liquid scintillator in a
external tank, viewed by 292 uniformly spaced 59 EMI
PMTs, and 15 cm of lead shot in an internal tank. This co
bination of active and passive shielding tags cosmic-
muons that stop in the lead shot. The veto shield thresho
set to 6 PMT hits. Above this value a veto signal holds
the trigger for 15.2ms while inducing an 18% dead-time i
the DAQ. A veto inefficiency,1025 is achieved off-line
with this detector for incident charged particles. The ve
inefficiency is larger for incident cosmic-ray neutrons.

C. Detector simulation

A GEANT 3.15-based Monte Carlo is employed to sim
late interactions in the LSND tank and the response of
detector system@20#. It incorporates the important underly
ies
he A6-
TABLE I. DIF neutrino fluxes calculated at the center of the detector and normalized to thenm DIF flux
from the A6 target (0.7032310210 cm22 POT21) for a typical target configuration. The average energ
listed are calculated over the entire flux spectra. For the energy range relevant to this analysis t
normalized background neutrino fluxes will actually be lower.

Neutrino Process A6 Target A11A2 Targets
type ~DIF! Flux ^E& ~MeV! Flux ^E& ~MeV!

nm p1→m1nm 1.0 89.7 0.4531021 129.7

m2→e2n̄enm
0.7731024 84.8 0.1131024 134.9

ne p1→e1ne 0.1331023 212.3 0.5631025 294.1

m1→e1nen̄m
0.5831023 101.2 0.7331024 168.3

n̄m p2→m2n̄m
0.13 75.3 0.6931022 102.3

m1→e1nen̄m
0.5831023 101.2 0.7331024 168.3

n̄e p2→e2n̄e
0.1731024 176.3 0.8731026 236.6

m2→e2n̄enm
0.7731024 84.8 0.1131024 134.9
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PRC 58 2493RESULTS ONnm→ne OSCILLATIONS FROM PION . . .
ing physical processes such as energy loss by ioniza
Bremsstrahlung, Compton scattering, pair production,
Čerenkov radiation. It also includes detector effects such
wavelength dependent light production, reflections, atten
tion, pulse signal processing, and data acquisition. Much
the input to the detector response package was meas
either in a test beam or in a controlled setting. Models for
transmission and absorption of light in the tank liquid we
determined from measured data. The PMT characteris
such as wavelength dependent quantum efficiencies, p
shapes, and reflection characteristics, were measured an
results used in the simulation. The simulation is calibra
below 52.8 MeV using Michel electrons from the decay
cosmic-ray muons that stop in the detector volume. T
properties of the scintillator, including absorption length a
detailed characteristics of Cˇ erenkov radiation in this me
dium, are all checked in this way. The extrapolation
higher energies is then made using the MC simulation, wh
correctly incorporates the behavior of electrons in the de
tor medium.

The primary Monte Carlo data set employed to calcul
selection efficiencies is called the DIF-MC data set. The n
trino flux and energy spectrum were calculated at 25 po
throughout the detector volume. The DIF-MC sample is c
ated by folding the calculatednm energy spectrum with the
cross section predicted by the CRPA model to gene
ne C→e2 X interactions throughout the tank. This corr
sponds to 100% transmutation of thenm beam tone . The
events were generated inside the surface formed by the f
of the PMTs.

III. INITIAL DATA SELECTION

The signature for the DIF oscillation search is the pr
ence of an isolated, high-energy electron (60,Ee
,200 MeV) in the detector from the charged-current re
tion ne C→e2 X. The lower energy cut at 60 MeV is chose
to be above the Michel electron energy endpoint of 5
MeV, while the upper energy cut at 200 MeV is the po
where the beam-off background starts to increase rapidly
the signal becomes negligible. The analysis relies solely
electron PID in an energy regime for which no contr
sample is available. Furthermore, with the exception of
neC reaction leading to the12N ground state, there are n
additional correlations that help improve the detection of
signal.

The PID parameters used in the DAR analysis,xa , x r , x t
andx tot — as defined in Ref.@2# — have been used for th
DIF analysis as an initial data selection. The disadvanta
in this higher energy regime are that they do not discrimin
adequately against a large beam-off background and are
sitive to energy extrapolation. Thus, the initial selection u
loose cuts based on the measured distributions ofx r , xa and
x tot @2# just below the Michel energy endpoint (50,Ee
,52 MeV), without any energy corrections. As demo
strated by MC simulations of the DIF data~DIF-MC!, this
selection is effective in identifying electron events from t
ne C→e2 X reaction. Over the energy interval of intere
(60,Ee,200 MeV), the calculated efficiency is 98.
61.7%.

In order to reduce the cosmic-ray muon induced ba
n,
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ground, we require the veto shield PMT hit multiplicity b
,4 for the data sample. In addition, the events were requ
to be reconstructed within a fiducial volume that extends
to 35 cm from the PMT faces (dold.35 cm). Space-time
correlations have been used in the initial selection to red
the background generated by the cosmic-ray muons, ei
directly or through the decay Michel electron. These cor
lations are described in the following subsections.

A. Future correlations

Despite the veto shield hit multiplicity requirement, som
cosmic-ray muons contaminate the sample. This is see
Fig. 3, which illustrates the distribution of the time diffe
ence between the current event and all the following ones
to 51.2 ms. The fit to an exponential plus a constant reve
a time constant of 2.18ms, identifying stopped cosmic-ra
muons. Cosmic-ray muons that stop and decay in the de
tor are uniquely identified by the following Michel electron
As illustrated in Fig. 4, there is a correlation between t
muon tank hit multiplicity and the distance between the
constructed vertices of the muon-electron pair. The diff
ence in the samples shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! is briefly
discussed below.

Cosmic-ray muon events typically generate a high v
shield hit multiplicity. In order to suppress this high-ra
background, as already mentioned in the previous sect
the DAQ imposes a 15.2ms dead-time after each event wit
a veto shield hit multiplicity>6. Furthermore, all events

FIG. 3. Time difference distribution to events subsequent to
primary events for the initial DIF data after standard PID, ve
shield hit multiplicity and fiducial volume cuts.

FIG. 4. Reconstructed distance distribution between Mic
electron and parent stopped cosmic-ray muon, versus muon tan
multiplicity. Figure ~a! is for muons with a veto shield hit multi-
plicity >6 and~b! is for muons with a veto shield hit multiplicity
,6. The regions in the upper left corners, delimited by the das
lines, are the regions allowed by this selection~see text!.
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2494 PRC 58C. ATHANASSOPOULOSet al.
with high veto shield hit multiplicities get a simpler eve
vertex reconstruction than the one described in Ref.@1#, and
no direction reconstruction. Correlations obtained from th
data are shown in Fig. 4~a!. The number of cosmic-ray
muons with veto shield hit multiplicities,6 is much lower
than the ones with multiplicities>6, which explains the
smaller size of the sample shown in Fig. 4~b!. Also, since
these muons get both a full vertex and direction fit, the d
tance correlation between the muon-electron pair is tigh
In both cases, the distance correlation between the mu
electron pair degrades with increasing muon tank hit mu
plicity ~or equivalently, energy! due to the on-line recon
struction algorithm which always assumes a pointlike eve

All events that are followed in the next 30ms by an
event with a tank hit multiplicity between 200 and 700~typi-
cal for Michel electrons! are possible candidates for stopp
cosmic-ray muons. If, in addition, the current event ha
tank hit multiplicity above 600 or is reconstructed closer th
200 cm to the following Michel electron candidate, the cu
rent event is eliminated. The events that are eliminated
this selection are almost always followed by Michel ele
trons, as shown in Fig. 5. This selection criterion is ve
powerful in rejecting cosmic-ray muons and has a high e
ciency for keeping candidate electron events from thene C
→e2 X reaction. This efficiency is calculated to be 99
60.4%.

B. Past correlations

Similarly, the time difference between the current eve
and all of the previous activities provides a distribution
dicative of Michel electrons from stopped cosmic muons
the sample, as shown in Fig. 6~a!. Despite the energy re
quirement of at least 60 MeV there is still a small contam
nation from the tail of the Michel electron energy spectru
Although this problem disappears at energies above 80 M
we choose to impose the following selection over the en
energy regime to maintain an energy independent selec
efficiency. We require that the current event have no act
ties in the previous 30ms with a tank hit multiplicity above
600 or closer than 200 cm. After imposing this cut, the tim
distribution with respect to previous events becomes flat
shown in Fig. 6~b!. Although this cut is powerful in rejecting
the high-end tails of the Michel electron spectrum, this

FIG. 5. ~a! Time difference to future events and~b! energy
distribution of the future events for primary events of the initial D
sample that fail the future space-time correlations. The fit in~a! is to
an exponential plus a constant with a time constant of 2.2ms. The
fit in ~b! is to the Michel electron spectrum shape.
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lection has an efficiency of only 85.560.5%, due to the fact
that it covers the entire energy interval.

IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION AND ELECTRON
IDENTIFICATION

A. Introduction

The event reconstruction and PID techniques that are u
in the DIF analysis were developed to utilize fully the cap
bilities of the LSND apparatus. The basis for the reconstr
tion is a simple single track event model, parametrized by
track starting position and time (x,y,z,t), direction (w,u),
energy (E), and length (l ). The coordinate system use
throughout this analysis is located at the geometrical ce
of the detector, with thez-axis along the cylindrical axis o
the tank~approximately parallel to and along the beam
rection! and they-axis vertical, pointing upwards. The ex
pected PMT photon intensity and arrival time distributio
for any given event are calculated from these parameters
the result is compared with the measured values. A lik
hood function that relates the measured PMT charge
time values to the calculated values is used to determine
best possible event parameters and at the same time pro
PID.

As mentioned in the Introduction, two independent sets
reconstruction software were developed as a cross chec
the analysis results. The two algorithms follow similar ove
all strategies but differ in detail and implementation. T
main differences lie in the parametrization of the vario
likelihoods and probability distributions that describe the d
tector response, and in the set of underlying event parame
used to describe the event.

The electron identification is based on the relative like
hood of the measured PMT charges and times under the

FIG. 6. Time difference to all previous events~a! before and~b!
after the past space-time correlation cuts. The sharp edg
15.2 ms in both~a! and~b! is a reflection of the DAQ operation, a
described in the text. The sharp edge at 30ms in ~b! is induced by
the selection algorithm.
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sumption that the source track is an electron. A detailed
scription of the physical processes in the tank can be fo
in Ref. @1#. Relativistic tracks in the detector generate lig
that falls into three categories: isotropic scintillation lig
that is directly proportional to the energy loss in the mediu
direct Čerenkov light emitted in a 47° cone about the tra
direction, and isotropic scattered Cˇ erenkov light. These three
components occur in roughly equal proportio
~0.35:0.32:0.33! for relativistic particles. Only the isotropic
scintillation component occurs for nonrelativistic charg
particles. This difference forms the basis for distinguish
electrons from nonrelativistic particles such as neutrons
protons.

Each of the three light components has its own charac
istic emission time distribution. The scintillation light has
small prompt peak plus a large tail which extends to h
dreds of nanoseconds. The direct Cˇ erenkov light is prompt
and is measured with a resolution of approximately 1.5
The scattered Cˇ erenkov component has a time distributio
between the direct Cˇ erenkov light and the scintillation light
with a prompt peak and a tail that falls off more quickly th
scintillation light.

The two reconstruction algorithms used in the DIF ana
sis are based on maximizing the charge and time likelih
on an event-by-event basis. For any given event defined
the set of parametersaW ,

aW 5~x,y,z,t,w,u,E,l !, ~2!

the event likelihood for measuring the set of PMT charg
(qi) and times (t i) is written as a product over the 122
individual tank PMTs as

Levent5)
i 51

1220

Lq~qi ;aW ! Lt~ t i ;aW !. ~3!

Reversing the meaning of the likelihood function,Levent is
the likelihood that the event is characterized by the setaW ,
given the set of measured charges (qi) and times (t i). Maxi-
mizing the event likelihoodLevent ~or equivalently minimiz-
ing 2 lnLevent) with respect toaW determines the optimal se
of event parameters.

The predicted likelihoods for PMT charges and phot
arrival times are based on distributions measured from
large sample of Michel electrons from stopped cosmic-
muon decays, as described below. Analysis A uses the e
spectrum of Michel electrons, whereas analysis B uses o
electrons with 38,Ee,42 MeV, henceforth referred to a
‘‘monoenergetic.’’ The upper edge of the Michel spectru
~52.8 MeV! is used to calibrate the energy scale of the s
tem. The Michel electrons are well below the critical ener
of 85 MeV and result in short track segments. The extens
to longer, higher energy electron tracks is made by allow
for multiple discrete sources on the track. This is done eit
with two sources only along the track and fitting the distan
between them~i.e., the track-length! in analysis A, or with a
variable number of points, as determined from the energ
the event, distributed equidistantly along the track in analy
B. The energy dependence of the event likelihood is de
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mined from the MC simulation. In the following subsection
we briefly describe the charge and time likelihoods for
pointlike source of light.

B. Charge likelihood

Let us consider a pointlike light source located at (x,y,z)
in the detector and direction determined by (w,u) in spheri-
cal coordinates. For low energy relativistic electrons t
track length is comparable with the dimensions of the PM
and thus the pointlike approximation provides a good mod
The isotropic scintillation and scattered Cˇ erenkov light have
a combined strengthF ~photons per steradian!, whereF is
proportional to the energyE of the event. The strength of th
anisotropic direct Cˇ erenkov light is parametrized asrF,
while the angular dependence is given by a nearly Gaus
function, f (cosue). The angleue is the angle with respect to
the reconstructed event direction of the event and the fu
tion is normalized such that

E
0

p

f ~cosue!sinue due51. ~4!

The function f (cosue), as determined from the data,
shown in Fig. 7, with a vertical offset induced by the isotr
pic light.

The average number of photoelectrons~PEs! m expected
at a phototube of quantum efficiency«, at a distancer from
the source, and subtending a solid angleV is given by

m5«FF~cosue ,r !V ~5!

in analysis A. The functionF(cosue,r) is determined di-
rectly from the Michel data. In analysis Bm is parametrized
as

FIG. 7. The ratio of the average measured charge to the
dicted scintillation charge versus cosue , the cosine of the angle
between the event direction and the PMTs. The solid histog
shows the data, and the points with error bars show the MC si
lation.
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m5«F@e2r /lsVs1r f ~cosue!e
2r /lcVc#. ~6!

The parametersls and lc are the attenuation lengths fo
scintillation and direct Cˇ erenkov light in the tank liquid, re-
spectively. While these are indeed expected to be diffe
for the different components of the light, the effective so
angles subtended by the PMT,Vs and Vc should, in prin-
ciple, be identical. The difference is induced by the fin
size of the PMTs and by the difference in the angular dis
butions of the two light sources@21#. Both effective solid
angles have been determined from the data. Notice tha
though the individual quantum efficiencies of the PMTs
well as the attenuation lengths are wave-length depend
we use only global effective values as determined from
data.

The probability of measuringn PEs in the presence of th
light source is then given by a Poisson distribution of me
valuem,

P~n;m!5
1

n!
e2m mn, ~7!

with m given by Eq. ~5! or Eq. ~6!. However, since the
LSND PMTs measure charge and not the number of PEs
probability of measuring a chargeq for a predicted valuem
is given by

P~q;m!5 (
n50

`

P~q;n!P~n;m!, ~8!

where theP(q;n) functions are the charge response fun
tions ~CRFs! of the PMTs, i.e., the probability of measurin
a chargeq given a number of PEsn. Sincem depends di-
rectly on the set of event parametersaW , the probability
P(q;m) determines directly the charge likelihoodLq(q;aW )
for the PMT.

In analysis A theP(q;m) functions are determined di
rectly from the Michel data sample. In this sample, the p
dicted average number of PEsm is calculated for every tube
according to Eq.~5!, for all of the events. For PMTs in a
given predictedm-bin, the distribution of the measure
charge q, after proper normalization, yields directly th
P(q;m) function required for the likelihood function above
The P(q;m) functions obtained in this way contain all in
strumental effects incurred in measuring the charge, suc
saturation and threshold effects. Examples of these distr
tions are shown in Fig. 8 for two predicted charges,m50.0
20.5 PE andm52.523.0 PE.

Alternatively, analysis B obtains the two lowest CRF
P(q;0) andP(q;1), andgenerates the higherP(q;n) distri-
butions as follows. The lowest CRF,P(q;0), is just the Kro-
necker delta,dq,0 , since the probability of measuring
chargeq for no PEs vanishes identically forq.0 and is
unity whenq50. The second CRF,P(q;1), is thesingle-PE
response of the PMTs, as illustrated in Fig. 9. It is measu
from low-intensity laser calibration data, taken during no
mal detector operation. The long tail of the single-PE cha
distribution is probably due to collisions of electrons wi
material ahead of the first dynode. This effect is in go
agreement with studies performed by the SNO experim
nt
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@22#, which uses the same type of PMTs. The higher CR
(n>2) are calculated by randomly samplingP(q;1) n
times. With all CRFs normalized to unit area, the corre
normalization ofP(q;m) is automatically insured,

E
0

`

P~q;m! dq51, ;m. ~9!

Before going on to discussing the corrected time like
hood, we should point out that both reconstructions find

FIG. 8. Unnormalized charge response functions of the PM
for two values of the predicted charge~a! m50.020.5 PE and~b!
m52.523.0 PE. The solid histograms show the data, and
dashed histograms show the MC simulation.

FIG. 9. Single-PE charge response function of the PMTs. T
distribution is fitted to a Gaussian plus an exponential and is n
malized to unit area. The 0.2 PE threshold is clearly visible.
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slightly longer attenuation length for the direct Cˇ erenkov
light in the MC Michel electrons than observed in the Mich
electron data. This is needed to obtain agreement betw
the tank hit multiplicity and charge distributions obtain
from the Michel electron data and the MC Michel electron
This effect, which can be seen in Fig. 7, has been shown
to affect significantly the charge and time likelihood dist
butions.

C. Corrected time likelihood

The corrected timetc of a PMT is defined as the measure
PMT time after corrections for the fitted event vertex tim
and light travel time from the event to the PMT surface. F
prompt light this peaks attc50 with an RMS of approxi-
mately 1.5 ns. The time response functions for scintillat
light and scattered Cˇ erenkov light are more complicated an
are determined from the Michel electron data. In additi
the time response functions depend upon the predi
charge. There is time slewing due to finite pulse rise tim
There is also time jitter from the distribution of transit tim
of electrons in the PMT for signals with small numbers
PEs. Because the electronics responds to the first PE, a
ten PEs the late tail in the distribution is negligible. Also, t
amount of prompt Cˇ erenkov light depends on whether or n
the PMT is in the Cˇ erenkov cone, as determined byf (cosue).

In analysis A the predicted average number of PEsm is
calculated for every PMT according to Eq.~5!, for all events
in the sample. For PMTs in a given predictedm-bin, the
distribution of the measured corrected timetc , after normal-
ization to unit area, provides directly the probabilityP(tc ;m)
required for the time likelihood function,Lt(t;aW ). The
P(tc ;m)s obtained in this way contain all instrumental e
fects incurred in measuring the time, such as time slew
and PMT jitter. Figure 10 shows two examples of these d
tributions for Michel electron data and MC simulated da
Both distributions are obtained in the ‘‘isotropic’’ regio
cosue,0.3. Analysis A also measures the corrected time d
tributions in the Čerenkov ‘‘peak’’ region (0.63,cosue
,0.73). An interpolation between these two distributio
gives the time likelihood functions for the intermediate le
els of direct Čerenkov light.

The parametrization of theP(tc ;m) distributions of
analysis B is described next. The timing distribution of t
scintillation light for the LSND active medium has bee
measured to be of the form@23#

f ~ t !5A1e2t/t11
A2

~11t/t2!2
for t.0. ~10!

The two terms above represent the fast and the slow com
nents of the light, with time constantst151.65 ns andt2
522.58 ns, respectively. The probability for observing a c
rected timetc is

P~ tc!5
1

NE0

`

f ~ t8! expF2
1

2s2
~ tc2t8!2Gdt8, ~11!

which is the convolution off (t) with a time smearing func-
tion, assumed to be a Gaussian of widths. The overall fac-
tor 1/N insures proper normalization to unity. While the i
l
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tegration of the fast component of the light can
analytically performed, this is not true for the slow comp
nent. Therefore we choose to parametrize the scintillat
light as a superposition of three exponentially decaying fu
tions,

f ~ t !5(
i 51

3

Ai~m!e2t/t i ~m!. ~12!

Both the amplitudes and the time constants are also allo
to vary as a function of the predicted amount of scintillati
light m, as discussed above. The probability for recordin
corrected timetc is thus

P~ tc ;m!5
1

N(
i 51

3

Ai~m!

3E
0

`

expF2
1

2s2~m!
~ tc2t8!22

t8

t i~m!Gdt8

5
1

N(
i 51

3

Ai~m! expF s2~m!

2t i
2~m!

2
tc

t i~m!G
3erfcF 1

A2s~m!
S s2~m!

t i~m!
2tcD G , ~13!

with the normalization factorN given by

N52(
i 51

3

Ai~m!t i~m!. ~14!

Replacingtc by tc2t0(m) in Eq. ~13! above allows for ad-
ditional time slewing corrections for the scintillation light. I
LSND, the time slewing calibration is performed using las
calibration data@24#, which is prompt. It is expected that th

FIG. 10. Time response functions of the PMTs for two values
the predicted charge~a! m50.021.0 PE and~b! m55.026.0 PE
for the isotropic1 scattered Cˇ erenkov light components in Miche
electron events. The solid histograms show the data, and the p
with error bars show the MC simulation.
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scintillation light should require additional time slewing co
rections, which is confirmed by the data. A typical tim
probability distribution as a function of the corrected time
shown in Fig. 11~a!. The quality of the fit to the data is
excellent and shows that the parametrization given by
~13! is a very good approximation.

The time distributions for the direct Cˇ erenkov light are
also measured from the ‘‘monoenergetic’’ Michel electro
for different values of the predicted chargem. This is
achieved by subtracting the appropriate underlying scinti
tion contributions from the corrected time distributions in t
Čerenkov cone (0.53,cosue,0.79). The resulting distribu
tion is shown in Fig. 11~b!, which confirms the prompt char
acter of the direct Cˇ erenkov light.

D. Electron identification

The fitting procedures produce an accurate estimate o
amount of direct Cˇ erenkov light in the event. In analysis A
the level of Čerenkov light is determined after fitting th
event to an electron model, i.e., a light source with an e
tronlike response for both charge and time likelihoods, t
includes a full Čerenkov cone. With all other event param
eters fixed, the amount of direct Cˇ erenkov light is varied
from none to the full amount for an electron event in order
maximize the event likelihood. This procedure determine
parameterFCer which can thus vary between 0.0~no direct
Čerenkov light! and 1.0~full amount of Čerenkov light!. In
analysis B the amount of Cˇ erenkov light is determined by
varying all event parameters includingr, the Čerenkov-to-
scintillation density ratio. Figure 12 shows the distribution
the Čerenkov-to-scintillation density ratio for ‘‘monoene
getic’’ Michel electrons, with a sharp peak at approximate
r50.5. Moreover, for particles that are not expected to h
any Čerenkov light~e.g., neutrons!, the algorithm finds in-

FIG. 11. Corrected time distributions from ‘‘monoenergetic
data Michel electrons for~a! scintillation 1 scattered Cˇ erenkov
light and~b! direct Čerenkov light. The fit in~a! is to a convolution
of a Gaussian with the sum of three exponentials and in~b! to a
Gaussian. Both distributions are normalized to unit area.
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deed a very low Cˇ erenkov-to-scintillation fraction, which is
still above zero because of fluctuations. This distribution
shown in Fig. 13 for a sample of cosmic-ray neutrons in
same~electron-equivalent! energy range as the DIF sampl
These have been tagged as neutrons by requiring the p
ence of a correlatedg ~from neutron capture on free proton
np→dg) with a relatively highRg parameter, as defined i
Ref. @2#. Briefly, the Rg parameter is a quantity obtaine
from theg tank hit multiplicity, time and distance distribu
tions with respect to the primary event. As shown in Ref.@2#,
it provides an excellent tool for identifying correlated ph
tons and rejecting the accidental ones.

The fitted optimum values of the charge and time nega
log-likelihoods for the events are used as primary PID to
in the DIF analysis. In addition to the amount of Cˇ erenkov
light, they prove to be very different for nonelectromagne
events~e.g., neutrons! and provide very good discriminatio
against them, as will be shown in the next section. Analy
A makes use of the optimal values of the overall eve
charge and time likelihoods,Lq andLt , and the likelihoods
calculated in the Cˇ erenkov cone only (0.53,cosue,0.79),

FIG. 12. Čerenkov-to-scintillation density ratior for ‘‘monoen-
ergetic’’ Michel electron events. The solid histogram shows
data, and the points with error bars show the MC simulation.

FIG. 13. Čerenkov-to-scintillation density ratior for cosmic-ray
neutron events with electron-equivalent energies between 60
200 MeV.
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Lqc andLtc . Analysis B uses instead the optimal values
the charge and time likelihoods obtained exclusively ins
(LQcer ,LTcer) and outside (LQsci ,LTsci) the cone.

In both cases, the distribution of optimal likelihood valu
depends on the number of PMTs which were hit in a parti
lar event. This is because the factor in the likelihood funct
for a PMT with a signal has a different functional form tha
for a tube without a signal. In order to remove this effect,
likelihoods are corrected as a function of the number of
tubes. The mean value of the likelihood is then independ
of the number of PMT hits. In addition, there is a depe
dence of the distribution of optimal likelihood values on t
distance to the PMT wall, which is corrected for in an ana
gous way. Figure 14 shows the corrected distributions
analysis A as obtained from the entire Michel electron sp
trum. Distributions from analysis B, as obtained from ‘‘m
noenergetic’’ Michel electron events, are illustrated in F
15, before the hit multiplicity and distance corrections d
scribed above.

Both fitting algorithms significantly improve the positio
and direction accuracy over that used previously@2#. The
spatial position resolution is now approximately 11 cm a
the angle resolution is approximately 6° for electron eve
over the energy interval of interest for this analysis. T
energy resolution is limited to 6.6% at the Michel ener
end-point, as stated in Ref.@1#. This is due to the width of
the single-PE response of the PMTs~Fig. 9! and also due to
tube to tube variations in the response functions.

V. DATA SELECTION AND EFFICIENCIES

A. Introduction

The event selection presented in this section is desig
to reduce cosmic-ray-induced background from the ini

FIG. 14. Charge and time negative log-likelihoods for Mich
electrons, as calculated for the entire event~top! and in the Cˇ eren-
kov cone only~bottom!–analysis A. The solid histograms show th
data, and the dashed histograms show the MC simulation.
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DIF sample. At the same time, the selection criteria m
efficiently identify the electron of the final state inneC
→e2X interactions. These events have the following ch
acteristics: they have little or no activity in the veto shie
system; they are nearly uniformly distributed inside the d
tector; they have no excess activity either before or after
event time; and they yield a track inside the tank which
consistent with an electron, as identified through the cha
teristic scintillation and Cˇ erenkov light. These are the onl
features available for electron event selection except in
rare case of a transition to the12N ground state, which sub
sequentlyb-decays with a 15.9 ms lifetime.

The beam-off background data and simulated DIF-M
electron events are used in order to choose the optima
lection value for each quantity in a way unbiased by t
actual beam-on data. The sensitivity, or ‘‘merit’’ for th
value of a selection parameter is defined as the efficience
~determined from the DIF-MC! divided by the square root o

FIG. 16. Time difference distribution between the photons a
the primary events in the initial DIF~beam on1 off! data sample.
The fit is to an exponential plus a constant.

l FIG. 15. Charge and time negative log-likelihoods for ‘‘m
noenergetic’’ Michel electrons, inside~top! and outside~bottom!
the Čerenkov cone–analysis B. The solid histograms show the d
and the points with error bars show the MC simulation.
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the number of selected beam-off events,Noff , scaled by the
duty ratio f :

M[
e

Af Noff

. ~15!

Each selection parameter value is varied and the poin
maximum sensitivity, or ‘‘merit,’’ determines the optima
value of the selection. This method is independent of
beam-on data. Throughout this section the selection crit
for analyses A and B are discussed in parallel and motiva
by physics arguments. The maximum sensitivity procedur
applied to each analysis individually, for each selection c
terion, after all other selections have been applied. The

FIG. 17. Čerenkov-to-scintillation density ratior for all DIF
data ~beam on1off! for analysis B. Superimposed are the sam
distributions for cosmic-ray neutrons~dashed! and for the DIF-MC
electron sample~dotted!, normalized to the same area.

FIG. 18. Distributions of~a! theFCer variable of analysis A and
~b! the r variable of analysis B after all other selections have be
applied. The solid histograms are DIF data~beam on1 off!, and the
dashed histograms are for DIF-MC electrons, normalized to
same area.
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bility of the method with regard to the specific order of th
selection criteria has been examined and found to yield s
lar results under different permutations.

B. Analyses A and B

The cosmic-ray backgrounds are dominated by sev
types of processes. The level of all cosmic-ray-induced p

n

e

FIG. 19. Charge and time negative log-likelihoods for all D
data ~beam on1off! for analysis A. Superimposed are the sam
distributions for the DIF-MC electron data~dashed!, normalized to
the same area.

FIG. 20. Charge and time negative log-likelihoods for all D
data ~beam on1off! for analysis B. Superimposed are the sam
distributions for the DIF-MC electron data~dashed! and for cosmic-
ray neutrons~dotted!, normalized to the same area.
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cesses is measured in the beam-off data sample, and the
appropriate amount is subtracted from the final beam
sample.

Cosmic-ray neutrons generate a nonelectromagnetic b
ground. A fraction of these neutrons evade the veto sh
and enter the detector volume to interact with carbon nu
and protons in the liquid. The interaction length is appro
mately 75 cm. Their presence in the DIF sample is due to
very loose initial electron identification selection and can
consistently demonstrated in three different ways, as follo

The typical signature of neutron events is the 2.2 M
correlatedg that results from capture on free protons,np
→dg. Theseg candidates are recorded in a 1000ms inter-
val after the primary trigger. The time difference between
primary events of the entire DIF sample~beam on1 off! and
all subsequentg events is shown in Fig. 16. The fitted life
time of 186.260.4 ms, is in very good agreement with th
known neutron capture time of 186ms. The constant part o
the fit determines the total number of accidental photo
After subtracting this number from the total number ofg
candidates in the sample one obtains thaton averageevery
DIF event has one correlated photon. This is consistent w
a considerable contamination of the DIF sample by cosm
ray neutrons, since these are expected to have on ave
more than one associatedg.
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Secondly, as shown in Fig. 13, neutron events do
produce significant Cˇ erenkov light in the liquid. The distri-
bution of the Čerenkov-to-scintillation density ratio,r, for
the entire DIF sample~beam on1 off! is shown in Fig. 17
for analysis B. The same distribution for cosmic-ray neutr
events with similar deposited energy and for the DIF-M
sample are superimposed. This illustrates that most of
~beam-off! background is dominated by nonelectromagne
events, consistent with neutrons. In order to select elect
like events, analysis A requiresFCer.0.7 and analysis B
requiresr.0.4, as dictated by the maximum merit alg
rithm. Figure 18 shows theFCer and r distributions for the
DIF sample and the DIF-MC electron events after all oth
selection criteria have been applied.

Finally, the event charge and time likelihood paramet
defined in Sec. IV are different for neutron and electr
events. These charge and time likelihood parameters are
in differentiating electromagnetic particles that produce Cˇ er-
enkov light from nonelectromagnetic backgrounds. Bo
analyses rely on this identification, using slightly differe
criteria.

Analysis A uses a likelihood ratio,LRevent, defined by
forming the product of the charge and time likelihoods
each of the regions for the DIF beam-off sample and div
ing it by the same product for the DIF-MC electrons:
LRevent5
P~2 lnL q

off!3P~2 lnL qc
off!3P~2 lnL t

off!3P~2 lnL tc
off!

P~2 lnL q
mc!3P~2 lnL qc

mc!3P~2 lnL t
mc!3P~2 lnL tc

mc!
. ~16!
ime
e
lect-

ity

hit

hit
d

is B
ess
Figure 19 shows the individual distributions of the fourP
(2 lnLx) functions for the beam-off data and for th
DIF-MC electron data. The ratioLReventtends to be large for
events that are like cosmic-ray background and small
electronlike events. Electron events are identified by req
ing LRevent ,0.5. The event time likelihood in the Cˇ erenkov
cone,Ltc is also used in the selection, being sensitive to
presence of Cˇ erenkov light. This parameter is required
have a value,1.1. Analysis B uses only the individual tim
likelihoods for identifying electromagnetic particles, by r
quiring LTsci,1.15 andLTcer,1.5. The charge and tim
negative log-likelihoods are illustrated in Fig. 20 for the e
tire DIF data~beam on1 off!, DIF-MC electron events and
cosmic-ray neutron events.

The second class of backgrounds is electromagnetic,
leads to events that are difficult to distinguish from pu
electron events. Charged particles occasionally evade
veto shield and enter the liquid volume. These cannot tra
into the liquid very far without depositing large amounts
energy and are reconstructed with a position very close to
tank wall. Their reconstructed direction points predominan
into the detector and the track can be extrapolated back to
tank wall where the veto shield information can be used. T
veto counter system that surrounds the detector prov
PMT signals which are read out and recorded as are the
PMTs. For events with a nonzero veto shield hit multiplici
Nveto.0, the reconstructed tracks in the detector are extra
r
r-

e
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nd

he
el
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y
he
e
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nk

o-

lated backwards to intersect the veto shield. A corrected t
difference,tveto, between the veto shield hit closest in tim
and space and the extrapolated event time is defined. Se
ing events withutvetou.50 ns~analysis A! or .70 ns~analy-
sis B! discriminates against any cosmic-ray-induced activ
around the detector near the event in question. Thetveto dis-
tribution for the entire DIF data sample~beam on1off! is
shown in Fig. 21. In addition, a direct cut on the total veto
multiplicity, Nveto,3, is required in analysis A. Analysis B
does not impose this cut. Figure 22 shows the veto shield
multiplicity distributions for the beam-on, beam-off an
beam-excess events after all selection criteria of analys
have been applied. The distribution for the beam-exc

FIG. 21. Tank-veto timing correlations for all DIF data~beam
on1off!. The selected events are required to satisfyutvetou.50 ns in
analysis A andutvetou.70 ns in analysis B.
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events is consistent with the veto shield accidental hit dis
bution. Notice that a similar requirement ofNveto,3 in
analysis B would further reduce the beam-off background
1 event without affecting the beam-on sample. In fact,
even more stringent selection ofNveto,2 would enhance the
number of beam-excess events even more, by eliminatin
beam-off events while accepting all beam-on events. Ho
ever, one must remember that the values of the selec
criteria are solely dictated by the principle of maximum se
sitivity applied to each analysisseparately, andnot by maxi-
mizing the number of beam-excess events.

High energyg rays, fromp0 produced by neutron inter
actions in the lead shielding of the veto shield, enter
detector fiducial volume without leaving a veto signal. E
ergy is deposited through Compton scattering or by pair c
version. The latter process dominates above the 85 M
critical energy of the liquid. Theg attenuation length is
roughly 50 cm, the radiation length in the liquid. Th
charged particles resulting from their interactions in the l
uid point into the detector volume. These events are diffic
to distinguish from electrons of thene C→e2 X reaction in
this detector on the basis of electron identification alone.

This class of backgrounds is characterized by its typ
distribution of the length of the flight-path inside the dete
tor. This quantity is defined as the distance between the
constructed event vertex and the intersection of the ba
wards extrapolation along the reconstructed event direc
with the PMT surface,D ~analysis A!, or with the tank steel
wall, S ~analysis B!. Although slightly different in their defi-
nitions, both quantities correspond to the distance a neu
particle would have to travel in the liquid before it interac
Events were required to satisfyD.175 cm in analysis A
and S.225 cm in analysis B. Despite the fact that the
numbers appear to be quite different, they are actually ra

FIG. 22. Veto shield hit multiplicity distribution for the event
in the final DIF sample of analysis B for the~a! beam-on,~b!
beam-off and~c! beam-excess events. The solid histogram in~c! is
the expected distribution from laser calibration events, which is
only to accidental hits in the veto system.
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equivalent when one considers the difference in the defi
tions of their respective zero point for the extrapolation. T
distance between the PMT faces and the tank wall is appr
mately 23 cm and thus, for an average angle between
track and the tank wall of cosu'0.57, D.175 cm corre-
sponds to a typical cut distance.215 cm when the back
wards extrapolation is calculated all the way to the steel w
as in the definition ofS. The distributions of theD and S
variables are shown in Fig. 23 for the DIF sample and
DIF-MC electron events after all other selection criteria ha
been applied.

Another possible source of cosmic-ray backgrounds t
is reduced by theD and S selections arises fromK°L decay

TABLE II. Selection criteria for analysis A. For each criterion
listed: the value of the criterion; the efficiency of the criterion af
all other criteria have been applied; the number of events reje
by that criterionafter all other criteria have been applied; the num
ber of beam-on, beam-off and beam-excess eventsprior to applying
the criterion. The selection criteria are listed in decreasing orde
their rejection power.

Criterion Cut value Efficiency Nrej On Off Excess

FCer .0.7 0.68 643 60 720 9.667.7
D .175 cm 0.56 516 53 600 11.467.3
LRevent ,0.5 0.89 118 32 223 16.765.7
Veto time .50 ns 0.98 27 26 138 16.465.1
cosun ,0.8 0.95 22 24 135 14.764.9
Hot spots ~see text! 0.94 22 25 134 15.764.9
Ltc ,1.1 0.98 11 23 125 14.464.8
Veto hits ,3 0.98 3 23 117 14.964.8

e

FIG. 23. Distributions of~a! and~b! theD variable of analysis A
and~c! and~d! theSvariable of analysis B after all other selection
have been applied. The solid histograms in~a! and~c! correspond to
the beam-off data, while the dashed histograms correspond to
beam-on data. The solid histograms in~b! and~d! are beam on1off
DIF data, and the dashed histograms are for DIF-MC electro
normalized to the same areas.
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inside the detector volume. TheK°L can travel into the detec
tor where theKe3 decay produces a positron~indistinguish-
able from an electron! and ap2 (K°L→p2 e1 ne). Thep2

will stop and be absorbed, while the positron is in the ene
range of interest. The other decay chain (K°L→p1 e2 n̄e)
cannot contribute to the final DIF sample due to a degra
PID generated by the muon from the pion decay being
tually simultaneous with the electron, and due to space-t
correlations with the positron from the subsequent muon
cay.

The electron from thene C→e2 X reaction is backward
peaked, opposite the direction of the incident neutrino. D
to the geometry of the detector shielding, beam-off data
vor the neutrino direction. Furthermore, the electron fro
one of the beam-induced backgrounds, thene→ne elastic
scattering, is also strongly peaked in the forward directi
The cosine of the angle between the reconstructed even
rection and the incident neutrino direction, cosun , is used to
remove most of this background, by requiring cosun ,0.8 in
both analyses.

The veto system is very effective at rejecting cosmic-r
induced backgrounds, but there were several penetration
the system. A penetration at the lower upstream end of
veto system allows cables to enter the tank. For part of
data taking period there were several poorly perform
PMTs at the top of the veto system. These regions w
removed from the final data set of analysis A by requiri
that the projectedentry points of the events not lie in th
regions (240°,fxz,300°,20.2,cosuy,20.6) and (240°

TABLE III. Selection criteria for analysis B. For each criterio
is listed: the value of the criterion; the efficiency of the criteri
after all other criteria have been applied; the number of eve
rejected by that criterionafter all other criteria have been applied
the number of beam-on, beam-off and beam-excess eventsprior to
applying the criterion. The selection criteria are listed in decreas
order of their rejection power.

Criterion Cut value Efficiency Nrej On Off Excess

S .225 cm 0.47 1009 89 1037 16.869.7
r .0.4 0.83 689 68 738 12.768.5
LTsci ,1.15 0.90 131 34 214 19.365.9
Veto time .70 ns 0.96 36 27 126 18.065.3
cosun ,0.8 0.95 14 27 104 19.765.2
LTcer ,1.5 0.98 10 26 101 18.964.1

TABLE IV. Evolution of the event sample for analysis A.

Criterion Cut value On Off Excess Efficienc

Initial sample ~see text! 1859 26 644 20.7644.6 0.426
FCer .0.7 126 1857 23.4611.2 0.207
LRevent ,0.5 85 1110 7.769.2 0.187
Ltc ,1.1 78 1022 6.868.8 0.181
Veto time .50 ns 64 794 8.768.0 0.172
Veto hits ,3 64 772 10.268.0 0.165
D .175 cm 26 157 15.165.1 0.092
cosun ,0.8 25 134 15.765.0 0.090
Hot spots ~see text! 23 114 15.164.9 0.084
y
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,fxz,300°,0.6,cosuy,1.0). The anglesuy and fxz are
defined with respect to the coordinate system of the dete
defined at the beginning of Sec. IV. These ‘‘hot spots’’ a
not visible in the final sample of analysis B and therefore t
particular cut is not applied by this latter search. This
explained by the fact that the selection criteria of analysis
provide a somewhat better rejection of the beam-off ba
ground, which in turn is due to the differences in the eve
reconstruction algorithms used by the two analyses—
briefly discussed later in this section.

The quantitiesD, FCer, LRevent, Ltc , cosun , tveto, Nveto
and the veto ‘‘hot spots’’~analysis A! and S, r, LTcer ,
LTsci , cosun and tveto ~analysis B! are used to select a fina
sample of events for the DIF analysis. The values of th
selection criteria, efficiencies fornm→ne events, and rejec-
tion power are shown in Tables II and III for analyses A a
B, respectively. The evolution of the data samples as
selection criteria are applied successively is given in Tab
IV and V for the two analyses. The event selection efficie
cies are defined with respect to events generated inside
fiducial volume of the detector that extends all the way to
PMT surfaces (d.0 cm). They include the DAQ efficiency
~0.820! as well as all efficiencies of the preselection of t
DIF sample: dold.35 cm fiducial volume~0.638!, veto
shield hit multiplicity Nveto,4 ~0.976!, PID ~0.981! and
past/future correlations~0.855/0.996!. The reconstructed en
ergy efficiency, 60,Ee

(rec) ,200 MeV versus 60,Ee
(gen)

,200 MeV, has been included in the fiducial volume ef
ciency above. Therefore, the overall efficiency of the init
DIF sample is calculated to be 0.426.

Table VI shows the number of beam-on, beam-off, a
excess events that result from the event selections desc
above. There is a clear excess of events above be
unrelated backgrounds that is consistent withne C→e2 X
reactions.

ts

g

TABLE V. Evolution of the event sample for analysis B.

Criterion Cut value On Off Excess Efficienc

Initial sample ~see text! 1859 26 644 20.7644.6 0.426

r .0.4 343 5020 10.3619.1 0.360

LTsci ,1.15 168 2179 18.2613.4 0.333

LTcer ,1.5 158 2086 15.0613.0 0.322

Veto time .70 ns 94 1134 15.0610.0 0.304

S .225 cm 27 104 19.665.2 0.145

cosun ,0.8 25 92 18.565.0 0.138

TABLE VI. Event count after all selection criteria have bee
applied~analyses A/B!. QA6 is the number of protons on target i
Coulombs.

Year QA6

Beam on
~A/B!

Beam off
~A/B! Duty ratio Excess~A/B!

1993 1787 1 / 2 17 / 21 0.072 20.261.0/0.561.5
1994 5904 12 / 15 42 / 41 0.078 8.763.5/11.863.9
1995 7081 10 / 8 55 / 30 0.060 6.763.2/6.262.8
Total 14 772 23 / 25 114 / 92 0.070 15.164.9/18.565.0
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Average beam-unrelated backgrounds are determine
the total number of beam-off events times the beam d
ratio. A better estimate of the beam-unrelated backgroun
the beam-on sample relies on further information contai
in the beam-off event sample. The characteristic shape o
event direction distributions in the tank coordinate syst
for ne C→e2 X signal events are different than those for t
beam-off sample. Figure 24 shows the distributions in couy
and fxz of the event directions for the final beam-off DI
sample as compared to the same distributions as obtaine
the DIF-MC electrons.

It is possible to introduce a small bias into the event
lection by using the maximum ‘‘merit’’ or sensitivity metho
to select values for the selection criteria. Because the a
rithm uses the beam-off data, it can pick points where
beam-off data has fluctuated down. Even though this sho
be a negligible effect, the level of beam-unrelated ba
grounds in the beam-on sample can also be determ
nearly independently of the number in the beam-off sam
This is done by performing a maximum likelihood fit to o
tain the number of beam-unrelated background events in
beam-on sample. The two-dimensional (cosuy ,fxz) distribu-
tion of the beam-on event directions is fitted to a sum of
shapes expected for signal events and beam-unrelated b
ground events. The likelihood for the total number of bea
unrelated events is weighted by the Poisson probability
pected from the predicted beam-unrelated average.
results of this procedure are shown in Table VII along w
the results of using the product of the duty ratio and
number of beam-off events for each analysis. The probab
that the number of observed beam-on events is a fluctua
is also shown in Table VII. A systematic uncertainty of 22
in the cross section, flux, and efficiency is included in t
calculation, as described in Sec. VIII.

The comparison of selections A and B along with t
logical AND and logical OR of the two samples is shown
Table VIII. The number of beam-on events, backgrou
events, efficiencies, and resulting oscillation probabilities
all consistent within the statistical errors in the sampl
Since the two analyses have low efficiencies, different rec
struction software, and different selection criteria, the ov
lap need not be large. The AND sample contains 8 beam
events, which is consistent with the 11.6 events expected
comparing the overlap of DIF-MC data and beam-off da
The underlying causes that are responsible for the rela
magnitude of the overlap as compared to the individ
samples have been extensively studied and are well un
stood. First, although both reconstruction algorithms
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rather similar, there is one fundamental difference in the w
the fraction of direct Cˇ erenkov light is dealt with: Analysis A
first holds the Cˇ erenkov fraction (FCer) fixed at the nominal
electron level and determines the event vertex and direct
after which these latter parameters are fixed andFCer only is
varied. In analysis B the Cˇ erenkov fraction (r) is varied
along with all other event parameters, in one single minim
zation step. For electron events well within the fiducial vo
ume both reconstructions are in excellent agreement w
each other; however, as one approaches the PMTs, the e
parameters~4-vertex and direction! obtained by the two al-
gorithms start to differ due to the difference in the minim
zation procedure mentioned above. These differences
within the calculated resolutions of the two reconstructio
but in turn they will affect all of the selection parameters
and in particular the most powerful ones (FCer/r, D/S, the
time likelihoods and the veto timing! — enough to be ac-
cepted by one analysis whilemarginally rejected by the
other. The selection criteria have been determined for e
analysis individually, before reaching the OR stage, and
not tuned to enhance the overlap of the two samples. Sec

FIG. 24. The distribution of event direction in the tank pol
coordinate system defined by (cosuy ,fxz). The solid histograms
show the beam-off DIF data, and the dashed histograms show
distributions for DIF-MC electrons~analysis A!.
back-
events
in the
TABLE VII. Backgrounds and observed numbers of beam-on events. The beam-unrelated cosmic
grounds are calculated in two ways. The product of the beam duty ratio and the number of beam-off
is shown first. The correponding result for the fitted number of beam-unrelated background events
beam-on sample is shown in parenthesis. The distinction is described in the text.

Analysis A Analysis B

Beam-unrelated background 8.060.7(6.262.0) 6.460.7(5.961.9)
Expected beam-related background 4.560.9 8.561.7
Total expected background 12.561.1(10.762.2) 14.961.8(14.462.6)
Observed beam-on events 23 25
Fluctuation probability 7.031023(1.231023) 1.631022(1.231022)
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TABLE VIII. Comparison of results for the A, B, AND, and OR data sets. The BUB is the be
unrelated background from cosmic rays.

Sample Beam on/off BUB n-Background Osc. excess Efficiency Osc. probabilit

Analysis A 23/114 8.060.7 4.560.9 10.564.9 0.084 (2.961.4)31023

Analysis B 25/ 92 6.460.7 8.561.7 10.165.3 0.138 (1.760.9)31023

AND 8/ 31 2.260.3 3.160.6 2.762.9 0.055 (1.161.2)31023

OR 40/175 12.360.9 9.661.9 18.166.6 0.165 (2.661.0)31023
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for the remaining events in the overlap, further reduction
caused primarily by the difference in the selection based
the time likelihoods: analysis A relies basically on the pro
uct of the direct Cˇ erenkov and overall time likelihoods
whereas analysis B relies on the individual Cˇ erenkov and
scintillation time likelihoods.

Thefinal event sampleis obtained as the logical OR of th
events from analysis A and analysis B. This procedure m
mizes the sensitivity of the measurement to uncertaintie
the efficiency calculations and also yields a larger efficien
than the individual analyses. The AND sample has the lo
est efficiency for DIF electron events and therefore the le
sensitivity. The OR sample has the largest efficiency a
hence the largest sensitivity to oscillation signals. The pr
ability that the backgrounds in the AND and OR samp
fluctuate upward to the observed beam-on numbers are
and 1.131023, respectively.

A beam position monitor~BPM! was used to pick up the
201 MHz microstructure of the beam ahead of the A1, A
and A6 targets. After appropriate corrections for the neutr
time-of-flight, the time difference between the reconstruc
event time and the BPM time, modulo 5 ns, yields the ph
of the event with respect to the accelerator RF. Intrin
properties of the beam-line, micropulse width~RMS 5 0.25
ns!, energy loss at A1/A2 dominated by Landau fluctuatio
and uncertainties in the pion decay vertex induce an inhe
BPM timing width of approximately 0.8 ns RMS. Uncertai
ties in the event time and vertex reconstruction further c
tribute to widen the Gaussian BPM signal to about 1.0
RMS. Indeed, this phase correlation has been observed in
nm C→m2 X data with a signal width in agreement wit
simulations. However, the relative mean time of the A1/
targets with respect to A6 could not be determined from t

FIG. 25. The cosun distribution, the cosine of the angle betwee
the reconstructed event direction and that of the incident neutr
for ~a! the beam-on~solid! and rescaled beam-off~dashed! DIF data
events and~b! the beam-excess DIF data events and that expe
from the DIF-MC simulation~solid histogram!.
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sample. Variations in the initial beam energy and in t
A1/A2 target thickness can induce significant shifts in t
BPM timing distributions of the A1/A2 events relative to A6
Thus, the intrinsic width of the BPM signal and the syste
atic errors associated with this system are too large to al
any beam-off background rejection or separation of eve
from the three targets A1, A2 and A6. Consequently, a
on the BPM event timing is not used in the event selecti

VI. DATA SIGNAL

A. Distributions of data

Extensive checks have been performed on the final D
OR sample to study the consistency with electron eve
from the ne C→e2 X reaction. The distribution of cosun ,
the cosine of the angle between the reconstructed elec
direction and the incident neutrino direction, is shown in F
25. This distribution is slightly backwards peaked, as inde
expected from thene C→e2 X reaction, and agrees we
with that obtained from the DIF-MC. The distance to th
PMT surfaces for the final beam-excess data set is show
Fig. 26, which also agrees with the DIF-MC expected dis
bution. Notice that the apparent depletion of events in
outer region of the fiducial volume is caused primarily by t
D and S selections of the two analyses. Small deviatio
from the original~on-line! reconstructed event vertices, in
duced by the new reconstruction algorithms, contribute t
smaller extent to this effect. Thex, y andz distributions for
the final beam-excess DIF sample are shown in Fig. 27
are in very good agreement with those obtained from
DIF-MC simulations. The distributions of the 40 beam-o
events and 175 beam-off events in the (x,y) and (y,z)
planes are illustrated in Fig. 28. The energy distribution
the beam-excess events is illustrated in Fig. 29, together

o,

ed

FIG. 26. The reconstructed vertex to PMT surface distance
tribution for ~a! the beam-on~solid! and rescaled beam-off~dashed!
DIF data events and~b! the beam-excess DIF data events and t
expected from the DIF-MC simulation~solid histogram!.
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2506 PRC 58C. ATHANASSOPOULOSet al.
the energy distribution of the beam-induced background
that expected from a positivenm→ne oscillation signal for
large values ofDm2.

B. Associated photons from neutron capture

Thene C→e2 X reaction is not normally expected to pro
duce free neutrons at these energies. Only rarely~approxi-
mately 10%! is a neutron knocked out by the incident ne

FIG. 27. Thex, y and z distributions for~a!–~c! the beam-on
~solid! and rescaled beam-off~dashed! DIF data events and~d!–~f!
the beam-excess DIF data events and those expected from
DIF-MC simulation~solid histgrams!.

FIG. 28. Spatial distributions of the electron events of the fi
DIF sample in thex2y and y2z planes for~a! and ~c! the 40
beam-on events and~b! and ~d! the 175 beam-off events, respe
tively. The dotted contours outline thed.35 cm fiducial volume.
d

trino, and then it is identified by the presence of a correla
2.2 MeV g from the capture on free protons. Also, the sm
n̄e contamination of the beam produces a small numbe
events with a correlatedg via the inverseb-decay reaction
n̄e p→e1 n. The correlatedg identification relies on theRg
parameter mentioned earlier in the text, which in turn rel
on theg tank hit multiplicity, time and distance distribution
with respect to the primary event. The reconstruction al
rithms used in the current analysis provide a better posi
resolution not only for the primary events, but also for theg,
as shown in Fig. 30. Using the sharper distance distribu
between theg and the primary events in the calculation
Rg provides much better discrimination between correla
and accidentalg.

The distributions for the number of photons withRg.1
are illustrated in Fig. 31 for the final DIF beam-on, beam-
and beam-excess samples of analysis B. This particular v
of the Rg cut accepts over 95% of the correlated photo
while at the same time rejecting approximately 95% of t
accidental ones. The beam-induced excess yields a frac
of events with ‘‘correlated’’ photons (Rg.1) that is consis-
tent with that measured in thenm C→m2 X channel, as re-
ported in@16#.

C. The transition to the 12Ng.s.

The transitionne C→e2 12Ng.s., which is expected to oc-
cur roughly 5% of the time, is a useful signature in the sea
for nm→ne oscillations. It is nearly free of cosmic-ray back

FIG. 30. Photon to primary reconstructed distance for the
~dashed histogram! and new reconstruction algorithms~solid histo-
gram! for correlated photons. The average distance is decrea
from 76 cm to 54 cm. The superimposed fit is tof (dr)
5C dr2exp@2dr2/(2s2)#.

the

l

FIG. 29. The energy distribution for the final beam-excess D
events. The expectation for backgrounds~dotted histogram!, the
oscillation signal for large values ofDm2 ~dashed histogram!, and
the sum of the two~solid histogram! are shown also.
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ground due to the detection of the space-time correlated
itron from the12Ng.s. b-decay@25#. It is noteworthy that the
ground state of12N has been extensively studied in (p,n)
reactions@26#, as well as its analog,12C ~15.11 MeV!, in
(e,e8) and (p,p8) reactions. The transition is well know
and can be characterized successfully. The positron ha
end-point energy of 17.3 MeV and a decay time constan
15.9 ms. The positron selection criteria are~i! 0.052 ms
,Dt,45 ms; ~ii ! reconstructed distance to the prima
electron,100 cm; ~iii ! tank hit multiplicity .75 ~in order
to be above the accidentalg ray background!; ~iv! positron
energy,18 MeV; ~v! veto shield hit multiplicity,4. Us-
ing the same selection criteria for the primary electron
described above, and in addition imposing the posit
space-time correlations, 2 beam-on events and 1 beam
event are observed. However, one of the two beam-on ev
has three correlatedg and is thus not consistent with th
ground state hypothesis. Eliminating this event from
sample, one obtains a beam-induced excess of 0.961.0

FIG. 31. Distribution of the number of photons withRg.1 in
the final DIF sample for the~a! beam-on,~b! beam-off and~c!
beam-excess events~analysis B!.
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events which is consistent with the expected 0.3–1.0 eve
depending on the values of the oscillation parameters
obtained from the inclusive analysis.

VII. BEAM-RELATED BACKGROUNDS

This section discusses the beam-related backgrou
~BRB! induced by neutrino interactions, which are not a
counted for by the beam-off subtraction. Each of the ba
grounds depends upon neutrino fluxes and cross sections
are energy dependent. The proper variation of efficiency w
energy in analyses A and B is used in Secs. V and VIII.
this section a generic, energy independent efficiency for e
tron events of 10% is assumed for the sake of clarity
number close to the actual average values for the two an
ses. The effects of systematic uncertainties on the BRB
crucial to the analyses. The major effects are discussed
tensively in Sec. VIII.

There are four significant neutrino backgrounds in t
nm→ne DIF oscillation search considered here. These ba
grounds arem1→e1nen̄m andp1→e1ne DIF followed by
neC→e2X scattering;p1→m1nm DIF followed by nme
→nme elastic scattering; andp1→m1nm DIF followed by
nmC→nmCp° coherent scattering. Backgrounds fromnmC
→m2X reactions are negligible. Muons that stop in the ta
either decay or capture on carbon nuclei. The correlation
time and position between the muon and the secondary e
removes them. In the rare case that the second even
missed, the lone muon fails the electron identification, a
the event is almost always below the 60 MeV electr
equivalent energy limit. In the case ofm2 decay in flight, the
long lifetime of the muon and the electron identification r
quirements reduce this background to a negligible lev
Neutron background from the A6 target is also negligible,
briefly discussed below.

The LSND apparatus is able to identify neutrons w
high accuracy, based both on PID and the subsequent
MeV correlatedg. A search for neutron beam-excess eve
in the electron-equivalent DIF energy range~60–200 MeV!
has been performed and found no evidence for such an
cess. For the 1993–1995 data taking period discussed h
one finds 3260 beam-on and 49 122 beam-off events con
tent with the neutron signature, which corresponds to
beam-excess of231.0659.0 events. This enables us to se
MeV.
r an
d B are
TABLE IX. The background estimates for thenm→ne oscillation search are shown for ad.0 detector
fiducial volume, 9.231022 protons on target, and for reconstructed energies between 60 MeV and 200
The number of events for 100%nm→ne transmutation is shown also. These numbers are illustrative fo
electron selection efficiency of 0.10, independent of energy. The actual efficiencies in analyses A an
slightly different and energy dependent.

Process Flux (cm22/POT) ^s&n(10240 cm2) Eff. Number of events

neC→e2X(mDIF) 3.8310214 28.3 0.10 3.8

neC→e2X(pDIF) 8.3310215 79.2 0.10 1.6

nmC→nmCp° 6.5310211 1.6 0.06 0.3

nme→nme 6.5310211 0.00136 0.005 0.1

Total background 5.8

100%nm→ne transmutation 4470
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stringent limit on the beam-induced neutron background
,2.0% ~at 95% confidence level! of the rescaledbeam-off
background. Notice that this procedure includes neutr
that producep0 and photons. Therefore, even in the unlike
case that all of the beam-off events in the final DIF O
sample are cosmic-ray induced neutrons, the beam-indu
neutrons cannot exceed 0.25 events. Furthermore, the e
in the final DIF OR-sample satisfy very strict PID requir
ments that strongly discriminate against neutrons, and h
only a small fraction of correlatedg, in agreement with the
expectations.

The significant backgrounds are summarized in Table
for reconstructed event energies between 60 MeV and
MeV. The volume used for normalization throughout th
section is thed.0 fiducial volume, as described earlie
which contains the equivalent of 5.431030 CH2 molecules
~or 4.331031 electrons!. For the combined 1993, 1994, an
1995 running periods there were 9.231022 protons on target
~POT!.

The largest background is due tone that come fromm1

DIF in the beam stop, followed byneC→e2X scattering in
the detector. This cross section is calculated in the CR
model @10#, as already mentioned. This results in a ba
ground of 3.8 events for the assumed efficiency. The n
largest is background is due top1→e1ne DIF in the beam
stop, followed byneC→e2X scattering in the detector. Th
estimated background contribution is 1.9 events. The syst
atic error on this contribution is discussed in Sec. VIII. T
previous two background catagories are produced by
same reaction as the DIF oscillation signal and are ne
impossible to distinguish from them on an event-by-ev
basis.

Another background is coherentp° production via the
reactionnmC→nmCp°. This cross section has been calc
lated in Ref.@27#. Energetic electrons can be produced by
photons from thep° decay, which convert in the tank liqui
and fake an electron. The fraction ofp° that satisfy all se-
lection criteria and are misidentified as electrons is 0.6. T
estimated background contribution from coherentp° pro-
duction is 0.3 events. Note that the noncoherentp° produc-
tion is negligible at these energies.

The last background considered isnme→nme elastic scat-
tering on the 4.331031 electrons in thed.0 fiducial volume.
This purely leptonic cross section is well known theore

TABLE X. Measurement and theoretical predictions of the fl
averaged cross section for the inclusivene C→e2 X reaction~DAR
ne flux!. The cross section in Ref.@28# corresponds to the Skyrm
forces SIII andvp1 /p2

50.65, which gives the best agreement w
the experimental values for bothne C→e2 12Ng.s. and ne C
→e2 N* transitions.

Experiment Flux averaged cross section

LSND @12# (14.860.761.4)310242 cm2

KARMEN @13# (14.460.761.2)310242 cm2

E225 @14# (14.162.3)310242 cm2

Theory
Kolbe et al. @10# 15.6310242 cm2

Auerbachet al. @28# 16.5310242 cm2

Singhet al. @29# (15.561.1)310242 cm2
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cally. The reaction is identified by the electron direction b
ing nearly parallel to the incident neutrino direction. Th
fraction of electrons within the event selection region
cosun,0.8 is 0.05. The background contribution fromnme
→nme elastic scattering is estimated to be 0.1 events.

Table IX shows the background estimates, where the t
background is calculated to be 5.861.0 events. The numbe
of events expected for 100%nm→ne transmutation is 4470
events.

VIII. INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

This section describes the interpretation of the obser
event excess in terms of the theoretically expected proce
and a neutrino oscillation model. The oscillation model e
ployed here assumes two-generation mixing, as discusse
Sec. I. The confidence regions in the (sin22u,Dm2) parameter
plane are calculated in this context. The effects of system
errors are critical to the interpretation, and are describ
next.

A. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties in this measurement a
from several sources. The dominant uncertainty comes f
the knowledge of the underlying neutrino cross sections
the neutrino flux through the detector. The electron selec
efficiency calculation also introduces some uncertainty.

The oscillation search relies on the knowledge of t
ne C→e2 X cross section in the 60–200 MeV electron e
ergy range. The inclusive reaction has been calculated in
CRPA model@10,11# and has been measured@12–14# by
using thene flux from m1 DAR. This flux is in turn mea-
sured by the well understood ground statene C→e2 12Ng.s.
inverseb-decay reaction. Both the ground state and the
clusivene C reaction measurements agree well with the th
oretical predictions, which indicates that both the flux a
the cross section are predicted well. The current experim
tal results and theoretical predictions for the flux-averag
inclusivene C→e2 X cross section~DAR ne flux! are sum-
marized in Table X. In addition to the CRPA calculatio
two more recent results have also been included@28,29#. The
theoretical cross section for the DIF energy region is sho
in Fig. 32, as calculated in the CRPA model@11#. Superim-
posed, we also show the calculated cross section in
effective-mass~M * ) approximation of the Fermi gas mode

FIG. 32. Inclusivene C→e2 X cross section versus neutrin
energy calculated in the CRPA model~solid! and the effective-mass
Fermi gas model~dashed!.
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~FGM! @30#. The FGM of the nucleus yields a strict upp
bound for the inclusive cross section for a one-body isov
tor process such asne C→e2 X, as we briefly discuss in the
following: First, this process treats allN1Z nucleons as on
shell and fully participating in the scattering process. Sh
range correlations~hard N2N collisions! take a fraction
(;0.9) of the nucleons far off shell and hence they a
not readily available to the quasielastic process such
nen→e2p at the energy and momentum transfers in t
experiment. Next and most important, the particle-hole in
action in thep1(N,Z21) final state is always repulsive an
hence forEn,1 GeV, leads to a reduction of the cross se
tion below the FGM prediction. Therefore the CRPA, whi
includes this final state interaction,alwayspredicts a cross
section smaller than the FGM. The systematic error ass
ated with the CRPA cross section is taken to be 10%, ba
upon the estimated theoretical uncertainties@31# and the
agreement between the measuredne C data and the theoret
ical CRPA prediction in the DAR energy range~where the
CRPA calculated value appears to be approximately 1
higher than the LSND and KARMEN data!.

The DAR ne flux endpoint is at 52.8 MeV, below th
region of interest for the DIF oscillation search. The D
neutrino flux comes from pions that decay in flight rath
than from stoppedm1. Thenm C ground state and inclusiv
measurements of LSND@16# provide a check on the DIF
flux. Thenm C→m2 12Ng.s. ground state cross section is al
well understood and is nearly independent of energy ab
its 123 MeV threshold. Thus, LSND measures the integra
thenm flux above threshold. The agreement between the
dicted flux and the measured flux gives a constraint on
flux above threshold with an error of 15%. Thenm C inclu-
sive reaction cross section has a much stronger energy
pendence than the ground state reaction. LSND meas
this cross section@16# with high statistics and obtained
value that is approximately 45% lower than the theoretica
predicted value@11#. The calculatedflux 3 cross section
does not agree with the measured data in this case. T
neutrinos are in an energy range that overlaps with the
nm→ne energy range and represent the samenm flux that the
DIF oscillation search uses. It is possible that t
flux 3 cross sectionfor the ne C→e2 X reaction also fol-
lows this trend and is lower than what we have assumed.
consequences of this are discussed below.

The next important systematic error is the extrapolation
the electron identification efficiencies to energies above
Michel endpoint of 52.8 MeV. A GEANT 3.15-based Mon
Carlo calculation is used for this purpose, as described
Sec. II. The MC generated events were checked aga
Michel data taken during the 1994–1995 run periods. T
electron ID efficiencies are determined in the MC Mich
electron sample and in the data Michel electron sample.
differences observed in these two samples result in a 1
uncertainty in the selection efficiency. When the Michel M
sample is compared to the DIF-MC sample a lower diff
ence of 12% is expected due to slightly narrower distrib
tions in the DIF-MC sample. Therefore, the total systema
error is estimated to be 22%.

The effect of the systematic uncertainties on the osci
tion search can be explained as follows. The DIF oscillat
search looks for an excess signal in thene C→e2 X process
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above the background from thene contamination in the
beam. This background flux is produced by the same D
beam that produces thenm beam. The parent particle i
dominantly either them1 or the p1. The total number of
beam-excess events,NXCS, is in average given by

NXCS5« s ~Fnm
Pnm→ne

1Fne
!, ~17!

where« is the event selection efficiency,s is thene C cross
section,Fnm /ne

are thenm /ne fluxes, andPnm→ne
is thenm

→ne oscillation probability. The oscillation signal is propo
tional to the same product,«sFnm

, as the neutrino back

ground, sinceFne
is proportional toFnm

. The effect oflow-

ering the product«sFnm
is to reduce the predicted BRB

i.e., the background from neutrino interactions from thene
contamination in the beam. This raises the observed osc
tion signal. The effect of the product«sFnm

on the oscilla-
tion signal can be seen more clearly if one extracts the
cillation probabilityPnm→ne

from Eq. ~17! above:

Pnm→ne
5

NXCS

«sFnm

2
Fne

Fnm

5
NXCS

«sFnm

2const. ~18!

Only by raising the product«sFnm
is the oscillation signal

decreased.
In accordance with the above discussion, an asymme

error in«sFnm
is used in the confidence region calculatio

of the next subsection. An uncertainty in the«sFnm
122%

is used to the positive side, according to the systematic
certainties. An uncertainty to the negative side in«sFnm

of

245% is used. It assumes that theneC cross section is be
low the theoretical prediction by the same factor as obser
for nmC.

B. Confidence regions

In order to determine the significance of the observed s
nal in terms of potential neutrino oscillation effects, a con
dence level calculation is made in the context of a tw
generation neutrino mixing model, as discussed in
Introduction. The oscillation probability is a function of th
neutrino energy and the distance to the neutrino source
the present case the distance to the source is ambiguou
cause of the presence of multiple beam targets, A1, A2,
A6. Therefore, the energy distribution alone is used to de
mine the confidence levels in the (sin22u,Dm2) parameter
space.

The data are binned into four equal energy bins betw
60 MeV and 200 MeV. In each bin the DIF-MC data a
used to calculate the expected number of oscillation eve
mosc, and BRB events,mBRB, at each (sin22u,Dm2) point.
This number is added to the expected beam-unrelated b
ground~BUB!, mBUB , to determine the total expected num
ber of events in each of the four energy bins:
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FIG. 33. The 95% confidence region for th
DIF nm→ne along with the favored regions fo

the LSND DAR measurement forn̄m→ n̄e ~dotted
contours!. The dashed contour represents t
95% DIF confidence region for a symmetric
619% systematic error, assuming thene C
→e2 X CRPA cross section with no errors.
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mW ~sin22u,Dm2!5mW osc~sin22u,Dm2!1mW BRB1mW BUB .
~19!

From the expected numbers, a four-dimensional Pois
probability density,p(NW ;mW ) ~one dimension for each bin! of
all possible results for this experiment is determined.
integration over all points in this space with a probabil
density greater than or equal to the measured data p
value,

P~NW ;mW !>P~NW meas;mW !, ~20!

gives a probability for the (sin22u,Dm2) point:

(
p~NW ;mW !>p~NW meas;m

W !

p~NW ;mW !

where NW 5~ i , j ,k,l !, i , j ,k,l 50, . . . ,̀ . ~21!

This calculation determines confidence regions, or conto
of equal probability, in the (sin22u,Dm2) space. As discusse
above in subsection A, the calculation is made for two
treme cases of the product«sFnm

. The contours that resul
from the logical OR of these extremes are shown in Fig.
The calculation shows that the DIF result of this paper
consistent with the previous LSND DAR result@2# in terms
of the two-generation oscillation parameters.

This calculation assumes theworst case scenariofor the
cross section error on the negative side,245%, i.e., that the
measured-to-calculatedne C cross section ratio in the DIF
n

n

int

rs

-

.
s

energy range behavessimilarly to that of thenm C process.
The conclusions of the paperdo not changeif a less conser-
vative error of222% on the negative side is used. Furthe
more, assuming perfect knowledge of thene C→e2 X cross
section~as calculated in the CRPA model!, the overall sys-
tematic error is decreased to 19%, which yields the das
contours shown superimposed in Fig. 33.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports a search forne C→e2 X interactions
for electron energies 60,Ee,200 MeV. Table IX lists the
expected contributions from conventional sources. T
search is motivated by a high sensitivity to neutrino oscil
tions of the typenm→ne , due to the small contribution from
conventional processes to thene flux in this energy regime.
Two independent analyses observe a number of beam
events significantly above the expected number from the s
of conventional beam-related processes and cosmic
~beam-off! events. The probability that the 12.5~14.9! esti-
mated background events fluctuate into 23~25! observed
events is 7.031023 (1.631022). The excess events ar
consistent withnm→ne oscillations with an oscillation prob
ability of (2.661.060.5)31023. A fit to the event distribu-
tions, assuming neutrino oscillations as the source ofne ,
yields the allowed region in the (sin22u,Dm2) parameter
space shown in Fig. 33. This allowed region is consist
with the allowed region from the DAR search reported e
lier. This nm→ne DIF oscillation search has completely di
ferent backgrounds and systematic errors from then̄m→ n̄e
DAR oscillation search and provides additional evidence t
both effects are due to neutrino oscillations.
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